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OurStory – The Grand Finale
This is a joint story. It is OurStory of Triumph over evil. We each played our role. This is the
premiere of telling it together around the campfires of Heaven and Earth. We join together
recounting this great tale of Triumph. We are … the collective PHOENIX RISING.
It is befitting that we start Ourstory – The Grand Finale on 11.22.2020 at 2:11 MST. If you
exclude the zeroes it is a numeric palindrome; like, racecar, level, noon or even “Able I was ere
I saw Elba” where it is the same from front to back as back to front. So, perhaps we are
currently in a Cosmic palindrome where good rarely triumphs over evil and good always
triumphs over evil making is a Cosmic Paradox that NOW resolves itself.
Ourstory is the greatest story that has ever been written in the Universe; and perhaps,
throughout Creation. Q has told us to enjoy the show. We are watching, producing, directing,
and playing our role is this drama that we started to get a glimmer of as Trump announced his
candidacy in 2015. So, we are in Season 4, and the final episodes where, the drama is coming
to a crescendo; and, suspense has the world on the edge of their seats. How, is the election
fraud going to be resolved? How, are we going to get rid of the systemic corruption and abject
evil? Who is behind this all? Who is the head of the Octopus? Will as usual the bad guys get
away with it? Fox News is putting out there that if Biden wins and then screws up the country,
then, Trump could run again in 2024. Say, what?
Watching events that are occurring is making the vast majority of humanity that has been, and
is, watching the US drama unfold, hold their collective breath on the double edge laser light
sword of fear and jubilation. What misguided expectation is subconsciously ingrained in us?
Well, through the media which is news, entertainment, history books, and education. we have
slowly been conditioned to anticipate the worst outcome. We are inundated with the majority
of the endings of the story being that evil gets away with it at the expense of good. I have
personal experience with lawsuits where the evidence was overwhelmingly in our favor, yet,
we lost in Federal Court and the Federal Appellate Court. However, that story is for another
time. Suffice it to say I have close personal friends that totally got screwed by the Judicial
System that is blatantly unfair and exceedingly biased toward the elite. At this point, I am sure
many of you are nodding your head in agreement that the bad guys get away with it. Will they
get away with election fraud or not this time with everything at stake? So, you ask yourself,
“what makes this time different”? What if the evidence is there? What if a new Earth awaits
where Peace and Prosperity is a given?
The game was over for the globalist with the ……

